The reports of the desktop PC’s death have been greatly exaggerated. The reason: all-in-one computers.

It’s true that sales of traditional desktop PCs have been steadily decreasing. In 2008, notebook computers surpassed PC sales and last year, spending for ultrabooks, tablets and other form factors further contributed to the decline in shipments of the once ubiquitous tower and mini-tower systems. But at the same time, all-in-ones pointed to a future where not all computing will be done using untethered devices.

“All-in-one PCs are expected to grow in popularity, accounting for 27 percent of worldwide desktop PC sales by 2016,” says Danielle Levitas, group vice president at the market research and analysis firm IDC. “In a recent commercial PC buyer study in the United States, IDC found that the purchase intent for all-in-ones was up across the range of small-to-large organizations.”

What’s more, demand for all-in-ones is growing across many vertical markets, including commercial enterprises, public-sector agencies and educational institutions. This represents a significant change from the early days of all-in-ones when the sleek units primarily attracted consumers drawn to the modern look and the installation ease of the fully integrated devices.

**The Complete Package**

Thanks to more powerful processors and a host of enterprise-ready features such as preloaded business applications and security software, all-in-one systems are becoming the new standard for desktop computing in some core areas.

“As desktop computers continue to evolve, we’re seeing significant growth year over year in organizations that are concerned about space limitations, energy efficiency and ease of management,” says Chris Babson, director of ThinkCentre North America at Lenovo.

The beauty of the all-in-one design lies in the deft way that product designers have integrated the essential components of a modern desktop system within a compact package. Current bundles typically include large, high-definition screens, often ranging from 18.5 to 23 inches. Manufacturers, however, are quick to
add that still larger screens are on the horizon. Along with the impressive large-screen displays, leading all-in-ones also come with full-size keyboards and some of the industry’s latest CPUs, hard drives and memory configurations.

When engineers pack high-end components into a compact computing package, end users see a wide range of benefits. All-in-ones are space misers: Units require about 50 percent less desktop real estate than traditional PCs. The single-unit design requires only one cable to power everything, which eliminates the mounds of wiring that can create chaos when installing multicomponent systems.

Another hallmark of all-in-ones is their flexibility. IT managers can choose to implement them on pedestal stands to sit on desktops or take advantage of wall mounts for conference rooms or digital signage applications. And the touch-screen capabilities provide users an easy way to scroll through graphics or spreadsheet columns without having to use a mouse or keyboard.

Although all-in-ones aren’t portable in the same sense as notebook computers, they’re not as tied to a particular desktop as traditional computers either. “You can quickly repurpose an all-in-one for applications in different locations,” Babson says.

In another nod to flexibility, the back panels of the latest all-in-ones give IT managers quick access to internal components when it’s time to upgrade the hard drive or add memory capacity. In the past, the sealed cases made expansions all but impossible.

Rounding out the feature set of many enterprise-oriented all-in-ones are multimedia components. “All-in-ones marry up easily with Voice over IP [VoIP] because they typically include integrated HD cameras and speakers,” Babson points out. “All the video and audio components are there — versus having to connect everything through USB ports.”

Cost Considerations

A key factor fueling all-in-one demand is cost of ownership. The units offer attractive price points for IT buyers who are looking for savings on total cost of ownership (TCO).

Desktop systems generally cost from 34 percent to 68 percent less than notebooks over a three-year lifespan. But the unique cost advantages that all-in-ones have over traditional desktops makes the pricing for this form factor even more attractive, says Joe Marenin, strategic solutions manager and senior technologist at HP. For example, all-in-ones consume about 18 percent less power than equivalent desktop systems; that represents savings of about $18 per unit per year in some cases.

“Multiply that over hundreds or thousands of all-in-ones in an enterprise, and there’s a substantial cost savings,” Marenin says.
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The knock on the category in the past was the price that buyers had to pay for premium units compared to traditional desktops. But falling price points for all-in-ones in recent months have now put them on par with desktops. This means IT buyers won’t face a price penalty when choosing the all-inclusive units.

Despite the attractive pricing, buyers don’t have to settle for less when it comes to computing power. “We are at a point today where there is no compromise in performance, manageability or security,” Marenin says.

Some of the latest all-in-ones on the market come equipped with chipsets from the Intel Core vPro processor family, which incorporates Intel HD Graphics. Alternately, buyers can choose to add optional graphics cards if their users run demanding graphics applications.

HP recently introduced three commercial-grade all-in-ones that use the same images as some of its traditional desktop models. “Organizations can take that exact image from an existing desktop and put it on their all-in-one, and it will run perfectly,” Marenin adds. “It’s no longer about creating separate images for each type of product.”

**Smart Use Potential**

Where do all these capabilities fit in best? “Any environment where space is at a premium and where pooling resources together makes sense,” says Rich Black, director of marketing at Acer. Industry veterans point to a number of specific uses where all-in-ones make sense:

- **Healthcare:** An all-in-one is an effective choice as a central resource for nursing stations in healthcare facilities where users need access to patient records without sitting down at a traditional desktop unit. Some all-in-ones are even built using materials tested to withstand alcohol solutions used to kill germs, Babson says.
- **Manufacturing:** Ruggedized all-in-one packages and touch-screen capabilities give workers easy access to drawings, work orders and other documents important for production lines.
- **Retail and hospitality:** The sleek, modern look of all-in-ones provides a centerpiece for organizations that want to project a stylish image, according to Marenin. For example, some restaurants are using the units for kiosks where diners can enter their orders and have meals arrive at their tables soon after.
- **Education:** Administrators are choosing the space-saving designs with their attractive long-term costs for cramped classrooms that can’t easily accommodate full-sized desktop PCs.
- **Digital signage:** All-in-ones represent a low-cost alternative to the backend servers often used for updating content and displaying information onscreen. “Using remote management software, organizations can go in and easily update the content at a fraction of the cost,” Marenin says.

**Key Considerations**

Although the various all-in-one models might look similar on the outside, IT managers should carefully evaluate...
the internal components to find the best models for their individual applications and user needs, industry observers say. First, be sure to confine evaluations to enterprise-grade units. Consumer-oriented all-in-ones are readily available — and very likely will cost even less — but businesses, public-sector agencies and schools should focus on the performance, reliability and security capabilities of the higher-end models.

Second, understand the particular needs of each all-in-one user. “Look at the jobs the people you’re purchasing the units for will be performing,” Black says. “For example, are they more focused on data consumption or on data creation? If it’s consumption, you might be able to choose an all-in-one with an Intel Atom CPU that’s perfect for web browsing or perhaps viewing spreadsheet files. If it’s content creation, a large screen and large form factor with an Intel Core processor may be best.

“Another important feature to look for is the ability to have multiple video outputs,” Black adds. “According to the data we have from the corporate world, a growing number of enterprises want to run multiple monitors and have touch–screen capabilities. We believe demand for these capabilities will continue to grow in the near future.”

Next, investigate ratings for reliability. Important data points include how many hours of testing a design has undergone to assess longevity and what levels of electrostatic discharges and power surges the units can withstand.

The good news is that commercial–grade all-in-ones typically have long and productive use periods. “We’ve seen lifecycles that are very similar to that of traditional desktop models,” Black says. “That means failure rates that are well below 1 percent and life spans in the three- to five-year range.”

Security is another important area to evaluate. Some all-in-ones come standard with security chips for encrypting data, as well as technologies for locking down USB ports. The latter helps IT managers control who can download data from all-in-ones to a USB hard drive or other portable storage device.

Finally, make sure to evaluate models for manageability. Some vendors offer remote management and diagnostic technologies to minimize the number of time-consuming desk–side visits necessary to evaluate problems and install fixes. When hands–on repairs or upgrades to system components are required, all-in-ones with easy to remove back panels are best for fast access to hard drives, optical drives and memory panels.

Innovations on Tap

Industry observers say that unlike tower and mini–tower boxes, all-in-one designs are poised for big changes in the months ahead, in ways that will advance the features and functions, as well as evolve their stylish looks.

Most notably, some vendors plan to tout display panels with glass that stretches completely to the edges of the pedestal frame, without a border. In addition, in–plane switching, a technology used to enhance screen quality and viewing angles, could become mainstream for all-in-ones within a couple of years. Screens will also grow, with 25-inch models for general–purpose units becoming widely available in the next 12 to 18 months, says Babson.

Internally, all-in-ones may be outfitted with smaller components, such as 2.5-inch hard drives, which will enable even slimmer case designs.

Vendors are also hinting that Microsoft’s expected release of the Windows 8 operating system later this year could have an impact on all-in-ones. “The industry will be bringing out more products to leverage Windows 8, which will be one of the main tipping points to occur in the industry over the next few months,” says Leila–Axelle Robert, Acer’s senior business manager for commercial products in the United States. Especially attractive for all-in-one vendors will be Windows 8’s 10-finger multitouch capabilities.

Faster processors, larger screens, more sophisticated multitouch capabilities all point to a bright future for this desktop form factor. “We believe innovations like these will assure that all-in-ones will continue to evolve at a fast pace,” Babson says.